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year. “We’re trying to see if we can get a litle more size on them 
and grow them faster,” he says. He has high hopes; “those were 
some chunky calves,” he laughs.

Windmist’s location also allows the Neales to take advantage 
of an innovative, local process scheduling system. Martha says 
their beef-processing cycle is the envy of neighboring states, 
and could serve as a model for others who retail their own beef. 

Over time, much of the infrastructure for beef processing 
has shifed—by necessity—to the Midwestern U.S., leaving 
fewer and fewer USDA-inspected processing facilities behind 
for the smaller producer. Rhode Island’s answer to such a 
shortage is the Rhode Island Raised Livestock Association 
(RIRLA). Founded in 2005 and supported by grants from 
USDA and other fundraising efforts, RIRLA partners with meat-
processing facilities for a soup-to-nuts option for farm retailers: 
Deliver an animal, receive meat products from said animal, 
already Cryovac®-sealed and frozen. “In other words, ready to 
sell!” says Martha. Te membership fee in RIRLA is based on 
how many animals you process, and it saves the operator time 
and money by being a one-stop shop.

Te Neales also have processed more than 30 lambs this 
year, and even a few goats. Te RIRLA handles them all. And 
the system is great for the consumer too. Te RIRLA system 
ensures that the meat delivered to the farm retailer is from the 

correct animal. “We know it’s our animal, so the consumer 
knows it too,” Martha says.

The Beef-Poultry Connection
George and Martha work with their children to supplement 

the beef and lamb operations with pork and poultry as well. 
Oldest son, Cory, helps out when he’s needed; son, Tucker, 
and his wife, Logan, live on the farm; daughters, Hadley and 
Chandler, are still in college.

Tucker and Logan both have their hands in the poultry 
operation. Fresh eggs come from several dozen layer hens that 
roam free within a movable fence with a mobile chicken house as 
its hub. Tucker mounted the house on wagon wheels; it and the 
fence move around the pasture three days behind the cows so the 
layers can then feast on larvae from the manure piles, aiding with 
pest and fly control.

Farther out in the pastures, broilers are housed in mobile pens 
that Tucker rolls around behind the catle as well. Tat way the 
forage is grazed down to a workable size for the chickens to eat, 
while they lay down nitrogen that enriches the pastures for the 
next catle-grazing cycle. Te system also saves on feed costs for 
the chickens; they’ll eat more forage if they’re moved to fresh 
ground frequently.

Tucker and Martha learned about the system from its guru, 

A Better Tractor
“When we first inherited the farm, George 

was working with this old Leyland tractor—

it didn’t have any brakes!” says Martha. 

“I told him, ‘If something happens to you, 

I can’t run that tractor.’” They bought a 

Massey Ferguson® 451 right after they 

inherited the farm. “It’s so versatile. I can 

change from the bucket to forks so quickly, 

just get a lot of work done,” says Martha. 

“And,” she laughs, “it has brakes!”

George wasn’t sure he could afford 

another Massey Ferguson when the farm 

needed a larger tractor a few years later. 

But the MF5455 was very affordable, he 

says. A John Deere salesman came around 

and offered a similarly powered used 

machine, but it cost more than the MF5455 

did new. “Why would I do that?” he asks. “I 

won’t be going back to John Deere.”

Martha likes how the sloped hood of 

the MF5455 gives George more visibility 

around the animals, even in the enclosed 

cab. Since he works an off-farm job, “he 

feeds a lot at night,” she says. “He’s out 

there in the elements at night in the dark, 

and you can still see. It’s just safer in so 

many ways.”

Big ideAs
Mobile pens help keep pastures 

healthy while encouraging 

chickens to “graze.” For web 

resources explaining some of 

the innovations employed at Windmist Farms, visit 

myFarmLife.com/view or scan the code. 
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